Contingent negative variation in Gilles de la Tourette syndrome.
The Contingent Negative Variation (CNV) may measure arousal and attention, and is affected by various dopaminergic disorders. We recorded CNVs in 12 patients fulfilling diagnostic criteria of Gilles de la Tourette Syndrome (TS). Ten of 12 patients were male, 10 had attention deficit disorder (ADD), and 3 also had obsessions and compulsions (OCD). Medication had been stopped or TS treatment not yet started. TS patients had higher CNV amplitude and more frequent postimperative negative variation than controls. CNV2 was enhanced in all TS patients, while CNV1 was attenuated in TS patients with ADD or OCD. This suggests that CNV may be increased in TS, mostly because of CNV2 and perhaps due to dopaminergic excess. CNV2, considered to reflect adrenergic arousal mechanisms, may be effected by neurobehavioral concomitants of TS. Neurophysiological categorization of TS patients may be possible and valuable.